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Summary    
 
Many Leaders have the misguided notion that now that they've been promoted they've earned the right to 
relax.  Forget it.  Leaders are responsible for results. Period.  Leaders achieve results differently than 
managers or task-oriented employees.  But nonetheless, the Leader's primary responsibility is to the 
shareholders, and shareholders demand results.  The few points that follow will serve as a wake-up call 
for those Leaders who may have forgotten that they are responsible for results.  And when they don't get 
results, the Leader must accept full responsibility for the failure. 
 
 
Accepting Responsibility/Accountability for Results  
 
• Leaders place an unrelenting focus on results.  They want results, not “best efforts.”  We have too 

long rewarded, even celebrated, “best efforts”, despite failure.  Achieving results is in the control of 
your leadership.  Leaders have a responsibility to lead change and to tackle reality head-on, despite 
the inevitable outside influences that can impact results.  Leaders do not offer excuses...they deliver 
successful results. 

 
• True leadership involves not only the exercise of authority, but also full acceptance of responsibility. 

Accept responsibility for those whom you lead. When in a position of leadership, everything that 
occurs is your responsibility, even the errors. 

 
• A Leader is ultimately responsible for accomplishment, results, and success.  In business, success is 

most often measured by growth in sales, profits, market share and stock price. 
 
• Rather than expend energy worrying and placing blame, Leaders just solve the problem.  The great 

Leaders go one step further and take action to ensure that a similar problem doesn’t occur in the 
future. 

 
• Great Leaders are positive individuals.  They don’t fault others and are willing to shoulder the blame.  

They don’t complain; they find solutions. 
 
Leaders always share, or give away, credit for successes.   In everything they do, they exhibit the attitude 
of sharing, except when things go wrong.  Then the true Leader steps-up and accepts the blame; he 
shares it with no one. 
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